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Implications of Primitive Bali illustration of the visual communication design by Putu Pageh in the global era

I WAYAN SWANDI¹, NI MADE RUASTITI²*
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The objective of conducting this research was to understand the implications of Primitive Bali illustration of the visual communication design by Putu Pageh in the global era. This study was conducted due to the imbalance between assumptions and reality that occurred in the real life. Supposedly, in this global era, the most-demanded visual communication design by consumers is a modern design work that has global characteristic. However, the reality is different. Although the design of Putu Pageh’s works is not modern, but it seems very attractive to consumers, especially tourists from overseas who come to Bali. The questions are: (1) what is the form of the Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh? (2) what are the implications of the works of Putu Pageh on tourism and Balinese culture in this global era?

This study applied the qualitative method. The data sources of the study were the forms of Primitive Bali illustration toward the visual communication design by Putu Pageh and the related parties and findings of similar studies that were obtained previously. All data, which were obtained through observations, interviews and literature studies were analyzed using aesthetic, deconstruction and knowledge/power relation theories.

The findings showed that: (1) Putu Pageh displays Primitive Bali illustrations in the form of Balinese ethnic paintings; for instance, dancers, barong, marine biota and fish that are adopted from the elements of Primitive Balinese culture as seen from the lines, colors and dots he used. Putu Pageh applies many of his designs i.e. food product logos and other tourism industry products on cloth such as T-shirts and rugs, and (2) up to now, Putu Pageh has continued to produce Primitive Bali designs because these have implications for identity formation, increased economy, tourism and preservation of Balinese culture in this global era.
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INTRODUCTION

Bali is a destination tourism that is very famous for its unique culture. The uniqueness of Balinese culture is reflected in its life that becomes one with religion and art that it has. The small island of Bali with a population that is mostly Hindu has a lot of sacred buildings in the form of temples. It makes a lot of tourists called Bali as the Island of the Gods. In fact, since it has a lot of art, Bali is also often given called as an art island (Kartodirdjo 1987: 47).

Nielsen (1928: 9-18) mentioned that since Bali was controlled by the Dutch colonial government, Bali, which had a unique culture, was promoted in the 1920s as a tourist destination to European countries. Regarding to this, Goris (1954) mentioned that when Bali Island was still under the rule of the Dutch colonial government, it was considered to lack economic potential. However, Bali has a unique culture to be developed into a tourist attraction as a foreign exchange earner through the tourism sector. By the promotion carried out by the Dutch colonial government using the Koninklijk Paketvaart Maatschappij (KPM) Agreement to European countries, Bali has successfully developed into a well-known tourist destination that can generate foreign exchange through the tourism sector. Since then, the life of the Balinese has begun to change. Moreover, the community began to receive education through schools established by the Dutch government. The community at that time was slowly expanding their horizons about various things related to life. Providing opportunities for education makes most people change their mindset from irrational to rational thinking. They also began to choose living livelihoods related to the tourism industry. The dream was even more realized when the Regional Government of Bali developed the tourism industry based on Regional Regulation No. 3/1974, which contained the Bali tourism development policy based on the concept of “Cultural Tourism” which was later revised to Regional Regulation No. 3/1991 concerning “Cultural Tourism”. The regulation states that Bali, as a tourist destination, can develop its area based on a vision that is culturally oriented. It means that every tourism industrialization is expected to be based on Balinese culture.

Geographically, the Province of Bali is located at 8°3’40” - 8°50’48” South Latitude and 114°25’53” - 115°42’40” East Longitude. The relief and topography of Bali Island (Figure 1) is in the middle of the mountains that extend from west to east. Bali Province is located between Java Island and Lombok Island. The physical limits are as follows: The North is the Bali Sea, the East is the Lombok Strait (Nusa Province, in the West, the South is the Indonesian Ocean, and the West is the Bali Strait (East Java Province). Administratively, Bali Province is divided into eight regencies and one city which includes Jembrana, Tabanan, Badung, Gianyar, Karangasem, Klungkung, Bangli, Buleleng and Denpasar which is also the provincial capitals. Besides Bali Island, Bali Province also consists of other small islands including Nusa Penida, Nusa Lembongan and Nusa Ceningan Islands in Klungkung Regency, Serangan Island in Denpasar City and Menjangan Island in Buleleng Regency. The total area of Bali Province is 5,634.40 ha with a beach length reaching 529 km.
Globalization involves the spread of practices, organizational and ideological relations to various parts of the world that increase the need for communication across nations which results in the transformation of human life (Suyanto 2005: 149). Globalization triggers information uniformity to various parts of the world. Robertson in Barker (2005: 149) and Wibowo (2007: 8) suggested that globalization encourages everyone to increase understanding of global connections, global culture and capitalism. In that case, globalization is seen by Abdullah (2007: 169) will result in the formation, preservation and change of society to become more advanced and dynamic.

Foucault in Elden (2017) stated that phenomena like this are power relations related to knowledge. Power cannot be separated from knowledge. The exercise of power requires knowledge as its foundation. Power does not refer to a general system dominated by someone or a group of others. However, it refers to the diversity of power relations. Power does not have to be executed through physical implementation that can be carried out based on all structures of action that suppress and encourage through psychological, persuasive or stimulation based on the truth of knowledge. Foucault in Elden (2017) observed that the correlation between knowledge that contains the effect of power always occurs; like power that is always based on knowledge. Ball (2013) mentioned that knowledge not only comes from the subject but also from power relations. When power and knowledge are interrelated, the formation of power relations is also related to the field of knowledge. There is no knowledge that does not form relationships at once. In that context, there are absolutely those who control and those who are controlled. According to Foucault in Siisiainen (2013), power does not mean that it is always located at the top, in the...
center or inside. Conversely, power can spread and be present everywhere through knowledge. Foucault in Ball (2013) stated that power can also be treated and made effective through knowledge, because someone will be able to have power using knowledge.

The rapid development of Bali tourism is considered as an opportunity and a challenge for people in this area. Burkart (1974) stated that the development of labor-intensive tourism will open opportunities for local people to develop various industries that are able to absorb a lot of labor. Correspondingly, along the road from the airport to Kuta and Denpasar, there are various souvenir shops offering various souvenirs such as T-shirts, sandals, bags, wallets, paintings and knick-knacks that could attract tourists and promote Bali area to the world.

The influence of tourism in the social, cultural and economic fields is very clear. It can be seen from the lifestyle of the community. The people of Bali, as the recipient region of tourists who experience continuous direct contact with tourists, consider this phenomenon as both an opportunity and a challenge. Sadler and Archer (1975: 23) stated that the result of tourism development that is most visible in society is the lifestyle of the community. The people now seem very critical in making decisions, respecting time, and being responsive to economic opportunities.

Along the road from the airport to Denpasar City, there are souvenir shops which offer various souvenirs such as T-shirts, sandals, bags, wallets, paintings and other knick-knacks. One of the products of T-shirts whose designs are made by Putu Pageh seems to be able to attract tourists that promote Bali to the world. Putu Pageh’s design, which is dominated by Primitive Bali illustrations, indirectly seems to have implications for the economic improvement of his family and the related parties (multiplier effect). The post-modern aesthetic meaning set forth by Putu Pageh in these works is so strong. Therefore, the making of the design is now his distinctive feature and identity as a well-known T-shirt designer in the Bali tourism industry.

Pradana and Pantiyasa (2018) mentioned that aesthetics in self-actualization can provide more value. It also happened to Putu Pageh. By the acceptance of the design style that he has produced, Putu Pageh is increasingly eager to make similar designs. The survival of Putu Pageh as an illustrator seemed to have been able to increase his income as well as his confidence as a designer. By becoming a designer, Putu Pageh does not only produce designs but also distributes his works while at the same time establishing collaborative relationships with various related parties to obtain markets. The market opportunities and opportunities that have been obtained to display this work are considered by Putu Pageh as a space and economic resource.

Along with the process of advancing information technology in the midst of globalization, consumers’ need for quality with a simple, authentic, easy-to-interpret and practical picture of commodities is increasing rapidly. In addition, it has already influenced the significant development of communicative visual design variants. Sumiani in Rahmayana (2012) argued that simple and practical design illustrations are more easily accepted and preferred by consumers and are seen as effective by producers in briefly conveying the message and the advantages of
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commodities. The style and characteristics of communicative commodity design illustrations are also favored by customers and contribute to the strengthening of positive identity images relationally and institutionally (Witabora 2012). The trend of market demand can result in an increase in commodity production, foreign exchange, and public welfare (Emanuel de Kadt 1979). The need for more diverse commodities can trigger market development (McClelland 1976).

The very positive appreciation of the outside world towards Bali seems to be inseparable from the quality of communication, service and the influence of Bali’s visual communication design development on tourism needs. The design of Balinese visual communication has cultural identity attributes which until now appear to be still maintained both in the form of drawings and creative expressions of visual communication design. Bali has always been promoted through tourism media as a cultural tourism destination because it is considered to have superior cultural character (Udayana 2017). As a commodity of excellence, Segara Putra et al. (2017) stated that the attributes of Balinese cultural identity are illustrated on an ongoing basis so that it can reinforce the character of Bali tourism.

With the rapid development of Bali tourism, it certainly has an impact on increasing foreign exchange and expanding employment opportunities. De Kadt (1979) said that increasing market demand will have an impact on increasing production demand which has implications for improving the welfare of local communities. McClelland (1976) also stated that the development of industry in certain regions can create employment opportunities because this sector can provide employment opportunities for the local community. Increasing market interest certainly has an impact on the growth of new innovations. Burkart (1974) also stated the same thing that with the development of labor-intensive tourism, it would open opportunities for local people to develop various industries that would be able to absorb more labor.

It is similar with the development of visual communication design in Bali which is increasingly prevalent with various attractive models of illustrations. Illustrations have great potential to win the market. Simple, practical and characteristic design work illustrations are promising trends for profit. Identical to that, a characteristic of Bali’s design motifs, the work of Putu Pageh is much in demand by the market, especially foreign tourists. Therefore, many large companies such as Rock Art Bali, Dear Bali, Oret and product designs for Kopi Nini, Kopi Bali Spices Putra-Putri Bali, Print Tag Viscal, Augi Sport Center & Lifestyle, and Baline use designs by Putu Pageh. The Primitive Bali design colors are dominated by old colors such as brown, black and others that seem ancient, antique and old. Sarjani (2015) said that the design of the Primitive Bali works of Putu Pageh is widely used in Balinese T-shirts sold at the Bali Rock Art store, Dear Bali, Oret, Krisna souvenir shops and others in Bali, as shown Figure 2.

The incision of Primitive Bali works is a peculiarity of Putu Pageh’s work of every effort to acculturate local wisdom in every design of his art. Through the Dados Desain Studio, Putu Pageh has succeeded in acculturating local wisdom into his design artworks. In addition, he is known as a visual communication illustrator and designer in Bali since his design on Primitive Bali illustration was sold quite
a lot as a brand of tourism products and trading businesses. The characteristics of commodity design are so important for people who already know the advantages or benefits of the quality of the commodity. Meanwhile, the Primitive Bali design by Putu Pageh is a separate and new design. However, it is considered to have added value for sharpening product quality. This is contrary to the perspective of Haryanta (2013: 252) who argued that primitive refers to the culture of traditional societies that are still very dependent on nature and do not know the outside world. The meaning of Primitive Bali illustration inspired by the symbols of Balinese customs describes the life span in Bali which is far from the influence of world civilization that has not applied modesty and ignores karmic order. In this case, it appears confrontational to the needs of producers, production management and consumer expectations about the quality of distribution and media.

Putu Pageh’s illustration produced by various supporting companies in Bali tourism is widely applied in the products of T-shirts, rugs, wall decorations, and so for. The depiction of Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh can be seen from the scratches of the lines and the colors he uses. Many of his works are written in the form of paintings of fish, marine biota and humans. All supporting components of the design are compiled based on the rules and the concept of visual communication design that is economically oriented. This can be seen from the design, raw materials, and designs that contain elements of novelty. Pradana (2013) suggested that the element of novelty must be creative and contextual in order to attract a lot of people. As an illustrator, Putu Pageh seemed to use Balinese local wisdom as a starting point in creativity. The Primitive Balinese culture that is unique and magical seems...
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to be developed in various designs. It can be seen from the color, scratch lines that are identical to the Primitive Balinese culture as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Primitive Bali Illustration by Putu Pageh. (Documentation: Ni Made Ruastiti 2018)

In Bali there are several illustrators who are now popular with the identity of their respective works. I Putu Gede Pageh or familiarly called Putu Pageh is one of the visual communication designers or illustrators who is now popular with his work in Bali. His ideas and opinions in making visual communication designs are widely used by producers of various Bali tourism products; for instance, T-shirts. It can be seen from his products as an illustrator in which Putu Pageh has many ideas and styles in illustrating products. It is then copied by other artists. Figure 4 shows a picture of Putu Pageh who is the acclaimed originator of Primitive Bali illustration.

Visual communication design is built from language and visual form (Supriyono 2011). The visual elements of a communicative design can be associated as symbols of cultural communication, social communication, economic communication, graphic design, painting typography, photography and illustration.

Related to graphic design, the elements of artistic creativity in the design of visual communication are laid out prominently and efficiently as possible for the effectiveness of communication that is communicant and appreciative for others, which is able to bring profit. Illustration is a part of graphic art that can beautify, add meaning, and clarify the message of the visual communication process (Pratiwi
Therefore, the design of visual communication plays an important role in the identification, means of instruction, means of marketing information, delivery of messages, product identity, and institutions so that they are more easily recognized, remembered and get attention to the quality of products or institutions from others.

As a design studio located in the tourism area of Bali,Dados Desain elevates the local wisdom of Balinese culture as a foundation for making visual communication designs. This work of “Primitive Bali” gave rise to imaginative forms in the form of icons without the reality of living in other dimensions and Bali as an island whose people grew in customs and traditions that have many symbols of life. Putu Pageh also worked on various design projects for large companies such as primitive design projects for Rock Art Bali, Etnik Bali, Dear Bali, and Oret which are now well known to foreign tourists. In addition to his Primitive Bali illustration, Putu Pageh also worked on design projects in the form of logos, packaging, brochures, Kopi Nini posters, packaging of Bali Spices Putra Putri coffee, Print Tag Viscal, Resort & Villa Brochures, Sport Center & Lifestyle Augi Brochures and Baline Coklat Brochures.

Ni Ketut Pande Sarjani (2015), one of the students of Visual Communication Design Program, Faculty of Art and Design, Indonesian Art Institute of Denpasar said that based on the research she had conducted, there were many Primitive Bali themed t-shirts in souvenir shops such as in Krisna. T-shirt products of Primitive
Bali designs by Putu Pageh that dominate tourism products in tourist areas are children’s t-shirts that predominantly display cartoon characters such as Minion, Shaun the Sheep and illustrations of adult t-shirts. Meanwhile, for VVIP tourists, in Krisna’s souvenir shop, there are many buyers who like Balinese art and culture themes with Balinese text. The meaning of local culture in illustrations of Bali-themed t-shirts is categorized in three types of signs consisting of icons, indices, and symbols. In Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh on T-shirt media based on the above research findings, it was mentioned that t-shirts with Balinese arts and culture with Balinese text were more favored than various types of designs or illustrations of adult t-shirts. Therefore, it is concluded that the t-shirt still has an existence in terms of artistic illustrations and Balinese culture. This is what makes the writers interested in exploring the case related to the illustration. The gap from the previous research is that this research more deeply describes the aesthetic idioms in the visual elements that are visualized on the illustrations and the denotation and connotation marks that appear in the illustration.

Monez’s rangda illustrations are created with the typical imaginative concept of Monez (Bayu 2017). Monez’s distinctive imaginative concept is realized by visualizing the form of rangda that is made excessive through the creation of excess styles. The most powerful aesthetic idioms produced by Monez’s rangda illustrations are camp idioms. Camp idioms can be observed from the creation of excessive form styles on rangda objects. The meaning of Monez’s rangda illustrations can be analyzed using a multilevel signification system stated by Barthes; i.e. by looking at the meaning of its denotation and connotation. In denotation context, Monez’s rangda illustrations present rangda forms with various styles of creation; from the visualization of rangda characters and the background. In connotation context, meaning confusion occurs. It very obvious that Monez was not so concerned with meaning as a whole, but only wanted to play with the sign. Furthermore, connotation of meaning in Monez’s rangda illustrations can be carried out by looking at the codes with hidden meanings in them. These meanings include economic meaning, cultural meaning, and expression meaning.

Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh is an imaginative concept that Putu Pageh also applied in expressing his artwork, categorizing his aesthetics into post-modern aesthetics with irregularities, and expressing a multilevel signification system stated by Barthes as the meaning of denotation and connotation. Therefore, it can be used as a reference in this research. The gap with the previous researches is that this research reveals the Primitive Bali illustration as a result of Putu Pageh’s justification as an illustrator with four different clients and five illustrative works with different time frames and themes.

Illustrations can communicate messages to the audience. Illustrations are based on objective needs. In the visual language, an illustrator can be associated with a particular style of drawing or characteristic that can be seen from the illustration so that it will become an icon of the illustrator. The style of the drawing also determines the genre of one’s illustration. Illustrations can act as information tools, as opinions for storytelling, as a means of persuasion, identity, and design. Illustrations have great potential to win the market. Pahlevi (2013: 5) and Phaidon in
Pratiwi (2011: 33) mentioned that illustration plays an important role in reinforcing the visual meaning that an illustrator wants to convey. Illustration, as part of graphic art, can be expressed through scratches or simple points to complex ones. Supriyono (2010: 51) stated that illustrations are made to beautify and clarify the message to be conveyed through the product to be displayed.

Until now, many Balinese artists have used illustrations as a visualization of their thoughts and ideas to influence consumer interest. According to Witabora (2012: 662), an illustrator can express his/ her ideas by applying certain drawing strokes. The style of the drawing that is presented through lines and colors is then the characteristic of the artist. This can be seen from the illustrator’s design work. The style of the drawing also determines the genre of one’s illustration. With the advancement of technology, it is developing very rapidly and dynamically. Visual communication design work is now often used as a source of information; as is the illustration of the Primitive Bali presented by Putu Pageh. He regards the Primitive Balinese tradition as a strategic inspirational source in reaching the market. Haryanta (2013: 252) said that primitive words are often used to describe the culture of people whose lives are still dependent on nature or do not know the outside world.

The primitive design by Putu Pageh is now popular in Bali. Many of his designs are used by various fashion companies in Bali, including Rock Art Bali, Etnik Bali, Dear Bali, and Oret, that are now popular among foreign tourists. In addition, the Primitive Bali design by Putu Pageh also appears on logos, packaging, brochures, posters of Kopi Nini, packaging of Bali Spices Putra Putri Bali coffee, Viscal Print Tag, Resort & Villa brochures, Sport Center & Lifestyle brochures, and Baline Coklat brochures.

The objective of conducting this research was to understand the implications of visual communication design of Putu Pageh’s Primitive Bali illustration. This research was conducted due to the imbalance between assumptions and reality that occurred in the real life. Supposedly, in this global era, for consumers among young people who tend to have modern tastes, the design of visual communication in the form of illustrations that are primitive in artwork is of less interest. However, the reality is different. Putu Pageh’s work is in fact in the interest of young people as consumers of the artwork. The questions are: (1) what is the form of the Primitive Bali illustration? and (2) What are the implications of visual communication design of Putu Pageh’s Primitive Bali illustration?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Duration and place of study. Research on Primitive implications of Bali illustration of visual communication design by Putu Pageh in the global era was conducted for two years in Bali. The selection of Bali as a research location is based on these considerations: (1) Putu Pageh lives in Bali; (2) Putu Pageh often makes Bali Primitive designs, and (3) Bali Primitive designs by Putu Pageh are widely sold as Balinese trademarks and commodities.

Materials. Objects from research on Primitive Implications of Bali Illustration of Visual Communication Design By Putu Pageh in the Global Era is an illustration of
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the design of Bali Primitive Karya Putu Pageh. While formal will reveal more about the implications of the characteristics of art design. The object of the study was analyzed qualitatively using the theory of deconstruction, the theory of knowledge relations and aesthetic theory.

**Method.** Research on Bali Implications Of Primitive Illustration Of Visual Communication Design By Putu Pageh In The Global Era uses qualitative research methods. The primary data of the study was obtained through purposive sampling by direct observation and interview with Putu Pageh as the key informant. The rest obtained secondary data through literature studies of books and the results of research on visual communication design. All data are analyzed qualitatively.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

*Form of Primitive Bali Illustration Design by Putu Pageh.* As an illustrator, Putu Pageh displays Primitive Bali illustration in the form of ethnic Balinese paintings such as dancers, *barong*, marine life, and fish. Putu Pageh’s Primitive Bali illustration which was inspired by elements of Primitive Balinese culture can be seen from the lines, colors, and points he displayed. Putu Pageh’s Primitive Bali illustration is widely applied on cloth and paper such as T-shirts with Rock Art brands, rugs, food product logos and other industrial products.

From the illustrated forms of Primitive Bali that he presented, Putu Pageh wanted to convey a message about Balinese culture in the past. It can be observed from the signs of various imaginative concepts that he applied. He illustrates the Primitive Balinese identity through the actual or non-actual interpretation form. In the work of Putu Pageh, it reflects the courage to combine imaginative things, the unusual uniqueness, and contemporary styles which are full with elements of Primitive Balinese culture.

Based on observations in the field, it was found that designers have techniques for displaying different illustrations; depending on the area where the illustration was made or will be displayed. Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh displays the message of Bali’s local wisdom through signs of denotation and connotation. Barthes (2010) mentioned that the sign system is divided into two denotations and connotations. Denotation is described as literal meaning, while connotation is the second level of parasitic meaning. The first sign order is the denotation area, while the second sign order isthe connotation area. The Putu Pageh’s illustration seems to be made not only as an ordinary image that is able to explain the message, but also able to stimulate consumers to buy and be interested in knowing the contents of the message delivered. Therefore, Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh has a role as a visual communication media so that the designs are able to boost the selling value of the products offered.

Related to the above issue, Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh which displays the symbols of Primitive Balinese culture shows a different character appearance compared to the existing form of visual communication design. Based on the results of the interview with Putu Pageh on December 29, 2018, it was known that Putu Pageh carried out the creative process by applying the Primitive Bali illustration in his designs because he was driven by the desire to reach the
market and create work identity. The identity of Putu Pageh’s work that applies Primitive Balinese illustration turned out to bring fresh air in the realm of Balinese visual communication design. Visual communication design that is developing and favored by consumers in this global era should be modern and easily understood by the global market. However, in reality, although Putu Pageh’s design is primitive, it was able to penetrate the global market. The process of creating this Primitive Bali illustration certainly does not appear in simply way but rather through a long process. In addition to conducting market research, Putu Pageh also conducted research on local wisdom which he used as a platform for illustration.

Based on the visual elements, Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh is an imaginative work. According to Kartika (2007: 69), illustration is a part of art whose shape refers to visual, whose composition is a unity of elements of art. Elements of fine art include: line, shape, texture, and color. The illustration by Putu Pageh which is inspired by the lives of Balinese people in primitive times is manifested in the form of paintings about the cultural traditions of the Primitive Balinese, as shown below.

Figure 5. Primitive Bali Illustration by Putu Pageh presented on cloth.
(Documentation: Putu Pageh 2017)

Figure 5 is a Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh that shows the ancient Balinese cultural traditions. Balinese girls dance Legong as the tradition of the ancient Balinese culture. The ancient Balinese tradition requires that every Balinese girl must be able to dance, while men must be able to beat musical instrument. However, based on coloring, the Balinese girl’s painting seems to display a pale ancient color symbol as a symbol of ancient culture. Yet, in terms of the composition
and symbolic elements, Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh uses a postmodern aesthetic order. Legong dancer girls should dance on the stage. However, in the picture the girl played surfing. People play surfing generally bare-chested, but in the picture, she uses the feminine Legong Keraton dancer’s clothes. The lines displayed also appear not as firm as the lines on modern paintings. Painting that displays dancers playing surfing is mostly applied to T-shirts.

Figure 6. Primitive Bali design of fish and underwater life by Putu Pageh (Documentation: Putu Pageh 2017)

The designs compiled using a post-modern aesthetic framework no longer distinguish which is beautiful or bad and which is moral and immoral. Post-modern aesthetics also no longer distinguish between the visible and the hidden. Post-modern aesthetics look for more hidden among the most hidden (Swandi 2017: 30). Piliang (2010: 62) mentioned that post-modern aesthetics in general show the position of traditional art relating to ritual, magic, and myth that shifts to the realm of industry that deals with transformation and progress. Communities as consumers are connected with new codes, new aesthetic languages with new meanings. In Antoni (2014: 31), Piliang mentioned that post-modern is characterized by colorful views, tendencies, beliefs, ideas, opinions, images, signs and meanings which all find their own habitat in many differences. It means that freedom and difference become one entity. The important thing that it is acceptable and not important to debate. There are no prioritization rules and binding demands. The postmodern era, as illustrated by Primitive Bali, seems to be one of the new ideas. For a designer, his work seems to be a manifestation of an unlimited expansion of aesthetic authority. In this case, Putu Pageh designed his work freely in determining the design form
he wanted. Putra (2017: 26-27) said that post-modern aesthetics in general shows the reality of forms, styles and symbols of the existing things. Lubis (2004:103) also said that post-modern aesthetics tend to make meaningful signs in relation to the system. For example, red, yellow and green markers are only meaningful if they are based on a system or convention so that later they are not natural.

One Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh was made in the form of fish. This design was applied to T-shirts with the Rock Art Bali brand in 2013. Putu Pageh visualized the design of fish with the composition of the merging of imaginative fish anatomy. Illustration of the fish’s anatomy was produced along with supporting Primitive Bali illustration in the form of fish-eating birds and two humans. With a pure white background, Putu Pageh presented the originality of his work so that the details of the ornaments displayed are clear and prominent.

Putu Pageh uses lines to limit his illustrations. According to Sanyoto (2009: 87), in broad outline, the line consists of two kinds; i.e. the real line and the virtual line. The real line is the result of a scratch while the virtual line is the limit of an object, the boundary of space, the boundary of the object, the boundary of color, the shape and sequence of mass. In the fish form of Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh is arranged witha scratch line spontaneously with a natural impression. The line appears to have different sizes. Sanyoto (2009: 95-96) mentioned that there are four types of lines, including: (a) straight lines consisting of horizontal, vertical and diagonal lines; (b) curved lines consisting of curved lines, arc curves, and floating curved lines; (c) compound lines consisting of zigzag lines and curved S lines or wavy, and (d) combined lines consisting of a combination of the three previous lines. The illustration of a fish drawn by Putu Pageh is composed of types of curved lines, compound lines, and combined lines. The dome curves, arc curves, zigzag compound lines and curved lines used by Putu Pageh as shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Lines in Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh (Documentation: Putu Pageh 2017)](image-url)
In addition to the line, Putu Pageh also uses a shape in the form of a small shapes that are formed due to the limitation of different contours of lines and colors such as dark and light due to shading or texture. Primitive Bali illustration shows the expression of Putu Pageh. Kartika (2007: 71) said that the expression of the work can be realized through stylization, distortion, transformation and deformation. Form processing is carried out by overestimating certain objects in the object to emphasize the character. Imagination of fish characters displayed by Putu Pageh is made by incorporating elements of underwater life. By changing the shape of an object through drawing objects some are considered to represent certain elements to represent the shapes to be interpreted. Kartika (2007: 72) stated that changes in shape can be made with compositions compiled by elements of art that can cause vibrations of symbolic expression. It is shown in Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh that deformation is very visible in the depiction of humans which is deliberately made in accordance with its interpretation so that it is suitable for matching with underwater biota. It was done in response to a human illustration so that it had connectivity to the fish on it. The form of human illustration also seems to be made simple with the arms and legs protruding so that their appearance and expression can be recognized.

The colors used in Putu Pageh’s illustrations are pastel colors. Based on the results of an interview with Putu Pageh on March 5, 2018, he stated that pastel colors were chosen so that the picture looked brighter and gave a cooler, comfortable, cheerful and calm effects. Kusrianto (2007: 46) said that color is one part of the visual element. Color as a visual element is related to materials that support its existence, which is determined by the type of pigment. Color is a complementary image that represents the mental atmosphere of a painter in conducting communication. Color can also stimulate feelings of emotion, sadness, joy, mood and others. According to Putu Pageh, Bali Primitive illustration uses more pastel colors in which pastels are mixed colors, there is always a white color that gives a soft effect. Kartika (2007: 76) stated that color is a symbol or tradition.

Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh shows a messy and irregular shape and does not reveal a unity. Art lovers can interpret various types of markers behind Putu Pageh’s illustrations. Therefore, signs and markers arise uncertainly. As expressed by Bali Rock Art Managers, Ms. Ni Luh Ayu Ernawati and Arya Parwata as Oret’s visual merchandiser, buyers are more pleased with many lines
that are messed up because they must still be Balinese identities. Buyers of Putu Pageh’s works are mostly foreign tourists (interview on June 25, 2018).

Based on these expressions, the hand lines or strokes visualized in the illustration of Primitive Bali by Putu Pageh display forms that will be interpreted by the audience as other forms. In fact, it might not experience the clarity of form because of the spontaneous imagination of the illustrator. Like abstract forms, the lines in the background and the combination of objects are not arranged in a planned manner. Piliang (2010) mentioned that schizophrenia is often used to refer to the metaphor for drawing confusion. In art, schizophrenic work can be seen from the interruption between elements in a work. The unrelated elements of the work make the meaning of the work difficult to interpret.

The breakdown of elements creates a connection between art lovers and illustrations of the works displayed. It can increase the sense of curiosity that it included in illustrator’s imagination. It is like the work of Putu Pageh who poured chaotic symbols of Primitive Bali. For example, there is an illustration of fish and two people with a large proportion of fish. At the top, there are fish-eating birds and at the bottom, there are objects that have hands or feet like they are lifting the fish. If it is linked to one another between markers and signs from the side of art lovers, it would be difficult to interpret the meaning of illustrations that appear to overlap, ambiguous and even uncertain. It is reinforced by spontaneous and free visual lines. Schizophrenic idioms are shown through illustrations that are presented in a background that displays icons with no unity of form; between parts one with the other parts are different and do not have a marker that is interconnected. Thus, the appearance of the illustrations shown is difficult to interpret. In fact, various meanings can appear. Thus, it is concluded that schizophrenic idioms result from merging and changing forms of either distortion or deformation which is processed by imagination, the vagueness of forms and uncertainty of meaning. Since the processed form experiences uncertainty, the generated color will direct the art lovers to their imagination.

Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh produced by Dear Bali in 2014 presents a concept of Balinese cultural traditions that is different from before. This visualization of Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh is not clearly visible in terms of its anatomy. The concept of Balinese cultural traditions visualizes the abstractness of objects in the form of Barong Ket. Barong is an embodiment of mythological animals danced by two dancers, one part demonstrates the head and the other demonstrates the tail (Bandem 2014: 188). Imagination and creativity are presented spontaneously while at the same time giving rise to some Balinese symbols but not in one unit. An imaginative new form also appears with many line characters and visible Balinese text at the bottom as a supporting part of the illustration.

The lines are illustrated more spontaneously and create the impression of an expressive but abstract imagination based on more diverse lines. In accordance with the presentation of Sanyoto (2009: 95-96) on line characteristics, Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh has straight line characteristics consisting of horizontal, vertical, diagonal lines, curved lines consisting of dome curved and arc curved
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lines, and compound lines consisting of zigzag lines and S curved lines and joint lines that is the combined line of the three previous lines. The background part is more about expressing ideas through expressive lines by interpreting characters in accordance with Putu Pageh’s imagination of primitives as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh in Barong form. (Documentation: Putu Pageh 2018)

Description:

Figure 8 shows a Barong Ket with some typical Bali icons that refer to a religious ceremony or symbol and also the depiction of a bent hand or leg. In the above depiction there is deformation, the object structure is described separately, and the object is described only with a portion of things that are considered representative. In addition, the composition of each element gives rise to character vibrations from the form of symbolic expression. Putu Pageh stated that “I made this barong form with the expression of my creativity because barong is one of the means of ceremonies in Bali. I made the shape simple, but it still looks like a barong even though it is separate. It is like a basic form but the depiction is made stylish and free.” (interview on March 5, 2018).
Based on the interviews, Barong’s visualization, which is one of the ceremonial facilities in Bali, is described as separate from typical Balinese symbols and a simple form but does not leave its basic identity. Barong’s visualization shown in this illustration (Figure 8) is Barong Ket/Ketet, which is one type of barong whose mask shape is based on Bhoma relief related to Kala, which has the ability to destroy and also as a symbol of protection (Bandem 2014: 189).

This Primitive Bali illustration of Barong by Putu Pageh is slightly different from the previous illustration, i.e. the dominant black color in the background with a white shape and gray line streaks. According to Putu Pageh: “the color for this one is black, white and grey. The color is simple. It is different and it looks clean using white. White is neutral, gray is mediator or wise, and black is strong.” (Interview on March 5, 2018). Based on these color expressions, Putu Pageh wants to visualize a number of things with differences in color that are quite simple. White means clean and neutral, gray means wisdom, and black means strength. With the use of this color the life of Balinese tradition and culture in its primitive aspects will adjust to the imagination of the primitive Bali itself. The use of gray lines creates a feeling in the past with the hope that black will bring strength to the imagination of art lovers. In addition, there is also a yellow color in the Balinese text that contrasts with other colors. Yellow means sunshine, happy, joyful, and optimistic (Rustan 2013: 73). Indirectly, as an illustrator, Putu Pageh wants to convey the message and purpose of the illustration to art lovers even though they do not understand the visualization.

Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh produced by Dear Bali in 2015 raised the same concept of Balinese cultural traditions. Putu Pageh visualized the upakara facilities in Bali, namely: Cili from the part of Lamak. Kompiang (2008: 144) revealed that the use of face and human mask motifs is still used in Bali up to now. A rather complicated face mask is usually found in lamak decorations and gebogan offerings. By using materials such as coconut palm and palm sugar leaves, it is designed according to the favorable shape, then it is assembled in the form of a symbol of the human face that what is so-called cili. Cili is usually described as a woman with a pointed face, earlobe decorated with eardrops, widened headdresses, eyes, nose and forehead that are tapered, waist slender, both legs as if covered with cloth, their hands made small in length; as a means to request safety or protection for the community.

Cili work by Putu Pageh is visualized by presenting thick and thin lines. Repetition of expressive shapes and points becomes one with another line, following the line and giving the impression of life. There are Balinese texts at the bottom, left and right with mirror setting and abstract lines. Putu Pageh applies the same concept of simplicity. It can be seen from the colors he chooses. The color is not too bright and almost similar to the depicted illustration. According to Sanyoto (2009: 95-96), the character of the lines in Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh consists of curved dome lines and zigzag compound lines that appear to dominate the illustration. In addition, there are curved S lines and several straight and joints lines. It is almost the same as other works. However, Putu Pageh’s work is simpler with more lines showing points that follow lines and repetitions, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh in the *Cili* form.(Documentation: Putu Pageh 2017)

**Description:**

Imagination of Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh gives a mirrored impression on *Cili*’s visualization. It applies the same shape on the other side but it has a different size or what so-called distortion. There is a combination that causes some changes in form and freedom in imagination. Thus, it causes the appearance of other imaginative forms. *Cili*’s appearance is not taken as a whole but it only takes a certain part; in other words, the deformation occurs. There are only a few elements in the form of a sharp face, ear ornaments or eardrops, the headdress widens, the eyes, nose and forehead are tapered and the hands are made small in length. Slender body elements are not shown because of the combination of drawings with mirror effects. As explained earlier, color choice in Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh tends to apply pastel colors. This is similar to the application of works but not in the background. The dominant color is applied to the object. The brown color that is applied adapts to the meaning of *Lamak* with the *Cili* part in it; that is as a means of invoking salvation or protection and prosperity for the community. Other colors
are also found in the text “Bali” at the bottom of the illustration in red. According to Rustan (2013: 73) brown has the meaning of calm, courage, depth, living things, nature, village fertility, stability, and tradition. In addition, red has the meaning of celebration, wealth, strength, and energy.

The illustration of Bali Primitive by Putu Pageh produced by Ethnic Bali in 2015 presents the concept of Balinese tradition and culture and visualizes the character of the mask. According to Bandem (2014: 203), Topeng Dance is a Balinese dance drama where all dancers wear masks and bring plays that are taken from babad or historical stories. In Bali the word “mask” means to close or tapel. The four types of masks that are visualized include Bujuh Mask, Bondres Kicir Bibir Cungih Mask, Sangut Mask and Sidakarya Mask. The work of Putu Pageh shows a structure in the form of visualization of the eyes, nose, mouth, teeth and eyebrows that experience some styling process. In this case, the tradition form is displayed in very simple colors and abstract background on the back. In addition, there is one icon that is displayed differently from the concept unit. According to Putu Pageh, the icon is a counterweight and only a form of creativity from illustrators. The illustration also contains the text “Bali” on the left and right of the Cili which uses pastel colors that are more striking than the illustrations that use spontaneous and abstract forms.

Similar with the previous illustration, the work of Putu Pageh expresses ideas or imagination through line expressions. According to Sanyoto’s explanation (2009: 95-96) there are four types of lines. From the four types of line, the dominant curved line looks like a dome curved and arc curved lines. In addition, there are S arch and joint lines. These curved lines are conveyed by illustrators as part of flowing art and a form of freedom of expression in expressing feelings. In line with Pujiriyanto (2005: 88), the use of characteristic curved lines gives an impression on feelings which include weakness, sensitivity and expressiveness, as shown Figure 10.

Figure 10. Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh in the Mask form. (Documentation: Putu Pageh 2018).
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Description:

Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh, which is displayed in this form and is in accordance with the distribution of manifestations, is a distortion (Kartika 2007: 71). Distortion, according to Kartika (2007: 71), is form processing by overestimating certain forms on objects to emphasize character. This can be seen from the imagination of mask characters that use spontaneous and expressive line visualization with repetition of several forms of shapes. Putu Pageh mentioned that the mask character he chose was based solely on knowledge from seeing the Bali performances.

In this Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh, the choice of brown color as the color of the illustration is the same as Primitive Bali illustration 3 which consists of brown brick color and pastel mixture with brown and white. The brown color is used as the background color with pastel color line that is presented in the illustration. One of the meanings of brown, according to Rustan (2013: 73) is tradition. Other colors are also found in the “Bali” text at the bottom of the illustration using colors that are lighter than the colors in the illustration. According to Putu Pageh “Primitive Bali emerged from observations of various Balinese arts such as this mask tradition. The manifestation of Bali’s local wisdom is not only dancing but other arts are also unique and interesting to see” (interview on March 5, 2018). Putu Pageh said that the tradition of masks in Bali is one form of local wisdom that he presents that the function of masks is now not only dancing equipment but also popular because of its uniqueness.

Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh from the client Oret in 2016 presents the concept of Garuda Wisnu Kencana with visualization of the Garuda statue. The name Garuda Wisnu Kencana is derived from the names of existing characters; i.e. Garuda and Wisnu. Meanwhile, Kencana means gold because the throne where the Garuda bird and Lord Vishnu statue stand is covered in gold. According to Putu Pageh, Bali activities are related to tourism products such as beaches, mountains, fish, surf boards, mountains and others such as GWK; tourism object which had stalled due to controversy from religious leaders in Bali. The tourism object was presented as an idea. “The point is how to make the plain shirts bought by people who come to Bali to have vacation. The most important thing is that it must have a ‘Bali’ sign or writing. From this point, there will be curiosity about what the drawings are and where they are”. (interview on March 5, 2018).

Unlike the previous works, this Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh reflected on the Garuda Wisnu Kencana which is one of the tourist attractions in Bali. Presenting ideas through one of the beauties of art and culture on the island of Bali aims to introduce Garuda Wisnu Kencana which had stalled in 1998 due to the
crisis and controversy of Hindu religious leaders in Bali. The controversy is about the construction of the Garuda Wisnu Kencana located in South Bali. Meanwhile, the meaning of the Lord Wisnu form is located in the North. According to Mr. I Nyoman Nuarta, the maestro of sculptures, based on the perspective of Buleleng Regency on Mount, the south is north. Meanwhile, the universal arrangement states that Gods are everywhere.

The illustration shows the Head of Garuda form that is inspired by the Head of Garuda statue in the Cultural Park of Garuda Wisnu Kencana. The depiction is less detailed and has an abstract combination of line scratches. In addition, there are texts “GWK” and “Bali” which flank the illustration. In the background, Putu Pageh again performs spontaneous and imaginative scratches and makes a pleasant impression. In addition, the two texts also look flexible. Putu Pageh’s tendency to use pastel colors is also applied to the illustration. The effects that pastel colors can cause are cool, comfortable, cheerful, calm. This Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh visually looks like a Garuda. Unlike the previous illustrations, the lines displayed by Putu Pageh just flow freely. The illustration is also dominant in using curved and combined lines. In addition, it is combined with certain tiered icons. Putu Pageh mentioned that this illustration brings the attraction of some tourism in Bali (one of them is GWK) with the hope that it can be enjoyed and not cause boredom; like the present of heart shape.

In relation to tourism, according to Putu Pageh “Bali is seen from its local wisdom, fertile life and modernity, and a consumerism lifestyle. What do we want the cultures to be? If something new emerges, the trend can just disappear. This Primitive Bali was developed from that point” (interview on March 5, 2018). This Primitive Bali illustration is an example of a life form that thrives on modernity and a consumerism lifestyle in which Bali has its local wisdom. To raise cultural things, it is still necessary to follow up and develop the existing things; i.e. the primitiveness of Bali. Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh in the form of Garuda Wisnu Kencana is described as shown in Figure 11.

The Garuda Wisnu Kencana design above seems to only take Garuda’s visualization. This interpretation will lead to expressive portrayals of the text that coincides with the illustration. According to Putu Pageh “Garuda that I am drawing is my personal view of the object that I am doing with my own expression. I chose Garuda because the Wisnu picture contains lack of messages to illustrate GWK. In my opinion, Garuda has more characteristics. People may not recognize the image of Lord Wisnu. They might think it is another god if I draw it without any texts” (interview on March 5, 2018). The visualization of Garuda is more of a personal expression, so that the processing is in accordance with personal character, without losing the characteristic. Garuda Wisnu Kencana is a unified whole. In presenting the illustrations, Lord Wisnu is a form that not all art lovers understand what Lord Wisnu is like; including the form or attributes and others. Therefore, Garuda is considered capable of conveying that the visualization is an expression for GWK even though it is not accompanied by GWK and Balinese texts. In this Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh, the selection of pastel colors is still applied as well as the previous illustration. There are three pastel color levels. The darkest color of
Figure 11. Primitive Bali illustration of Garuda Wisnu Kencana. (Documentation: Putu Pageh 2017)

Description:

- The level becomes the background color. The illustration object uses the next two lighter levels. The color is green, grayish green, and yellowish green with a mixture of white color. Putu Pageh chose the colors because he followed the color of the Garuda Wisnu Kencana Sculpture material made of copper metal and brass metal.

IMPLICATIONS OF PRIMITIVE BALI ILLUSTRATION OF PUTU PAGEH DESIGN

The popularity and existence of designs by Putu Pageh indirectly appear to have implications for the formation of identity, the economic improvement of the related parties, and the preservation of Balinese culture in the global era. Piliang (2004:112-114) argued that there are four discourses of progress that can affect changes in the society culture. The four discourses cover technology, science, economics and social. Langer in Danesi (2010:233) and (Pradana 2018a) explained that human work is not a separate piece, but an emotional experience that cannot be separated from their life experiences. Similarly, the illustration of Putu Pageh...
which is widely used by tourism product producers in Bali which obviously implies changes to the economic, social and cultural dimensions of the local community.

As an illustrator, Putu Pageh seemed to not only dwell on designing for a tourism product, but had implemented the illustration of Bali Primitive in various product fields. He is a step further towards the cultural tourism industry. Putu Pageh not only deals with products consumed by foreign tourists who are known to be very happy with souvenir products with Balinese cultural nuances, but also work on various industrial products for local Balinese people. Based on a concept that aims to meet market tastes, Putu Pageh combines his knowledge in designing logos and trademarks with Primitive Balinese culture to obtain economic contributions. His knowledge and hobby of design seems to combine with the potential of Balinese culture to become the hallmark of his works.

Putu Pageh’s illustration forms, which have given a new nuance in the realm of visual communication design, have created many new job opportunities for people in his environment. The individuals who join Dados Visual Communication Studio Design seem to work not only for channeling hobbies but for means or media to seek economic capital. Obtaining the market needs and consumer appreciation, Putu Pageh’s work activities became an industry-oriented art activity which has implications for improving the welfare of the members of his studio. The potential for Primitive Balinese culture which was previously only history has now been able to develop into economic capital for the related parties.

The style and composition of Primitive Bali illustrations by Putu Pageh is a response to consumers’ desire to have a nuance of competitive local wisdom and cheaper budget allocations in the middle of global market. Illustration of Putu Pageh who has a Balinese Primitive cultural identity seems very strategic to achieve conformity in the Bali tourism industry. Achievement of welfare through design that has been applied in various tourism products has been felt positively by various parties (multiplier effects); including the opening of new market opportunities for the local community. Basically, the illustration of Putu Pageh has contributed to increasing the social prestige of the local community. In addition, there is a financial award for improving the welfare of their lives in the global era. The quality and conformity of the illustrations of Putu Pageh make a form of work in the public space contested by the public, the government and business people.

Thus, the illustration of Putu Pageh is considered to have a chance as a model of a new public icon in the midst of the struggle for various forms of power and interests in the realm of tourism. In such struggles, politically, Putu Pageh’s illustration creativity means more to building a new awareness of difference and plurality of meanings amidst the flow of social change. The adoption of a number of these local wisdoms, which are still relevant to face the challenges of the present era, seems indirectly to have implications for cultural preservation in this global era.

The visual communication design of Primitive Bali in the context of tourism essentially functions as a symbol of Balinese product or souvenir. Tourists, in this context, play a role as consumers, art lovers and product recipients. Regarding the illustration of Putu Pageh, producers and tourists have a reciprocal relationship. In
certain products, Putu Pageh as an illustrator is very satisfied when his work could make consumers happy. Tourists who use products with a touch of Putu Pageh’s design also gain inner satisfaction. When tourists appreciated Putu Pageh’s design, the manifestation of pleasure was also one of the reviews of the quality of Putu Pageh’s illustrations. Various tourism products that are applied with Primitive Bali illustration and their distinctive features become something new for consumers.

The totality of Putu Pageh’s illustration seems to be able to captivate the producers who produce souvenirs related to Bali tourism. The design displayed in the new concept is able to arouse the interest of tourists to buy souvenir products that they offer. In this regard, Shohat and Stam in Smiers (2009:5) stated that Primitive Bali illustration, as a symbolic battlefield, can treat, increase or change tourist interest. Putu Pageh’s illustration is part of the struggle for local culture to support Balinese culture-based tourism. It contributes doubly to Putu Pageh as the illustrator and producer such as Rockt Art in Bali.

The illustration of Bali Primitive contains a multicomplex nature that describes the essence of life with the universe accompanied by Balinese cultural traditions in a typical primitive age. The reduced component is the values of ethical philosophy which are basically shown to institutionalize patterns of order, ideological balance, and power which are typical identities of the Balinese region. Local people have philosophical values as a guide in their lives. These philosophy values are institutionalized through illustrations of visual communication design of the promoted products so that the product is in demand in the tourism market. It is not only a souvenir but also contains its own symbolic meaning. In deconstructive context, Putu Pageh’s illustration is an aesthetic practice that involves power relations between the maestro, its actors and supporters which have a significant influence on cultural capital. Derrida in Pradana (2017) asserted that deconstructive involves a diffrance that can uncover and understand the construction of the relation behind the shape. The construction process then impacts on the formation of a collective positive image. In that stage, beauty does not only appear as a single pure meaning, but has also been influenced by market tastes and ideological culture. Putu Pageh’s illustration involving producers such as Rockt Art in Kuta Bali implies that the T-shirt has formed a construction in which the product has deserved to be a Balinese souvenir.

His success as an illustrator and increasing popularity in the eyes of producers have implications for strengthening social relations between the related parties. Putu Pageh’s popularity then indirectly implies pride in the design he creates. The consumer society is a positional representation in a conformist social role in society. Ideologically, positional is the struggle of designers to obtain equality and even equal rights and opportunities. Agger (2005) stated that feminists are a forum that can accommodate the struggle for justice by suspending superiority. The appearance of Putu Pageh’s illustration in the visual communication design industry has implications for the shift in the illustration of a product. Through these illustrations, Putu Pageh as the creator of the work has voiced Primitive Balinese culture that had previously been considered obsolete and old-fashioned as a tourism product. Through Primitive Bali illustration, Putu Pageh can then dismiss
the notion of the cultural normative gap. Primitive Bali illustration by Putu Pageh that is presented in the new concept seems to be able to form its own image. By displaying a new style, it seems that Putu Pageh is able to contribute to the image of Bali tourism industry.

Culturally, the foundation in social structure is an ideology of a cultural system. Similarly, in Primitive Bali illustration, the actors are generally dominated by men. This phenomenon becomes a forum for the community as illustrators to get the opportunity as a designer. Atmadja (2010) and Hidayat (2004) argued that the representation of the negative characteristics inphallocentric traits is the source of the cause of growing ideal behavior which outlines the inferior position which requires the actors to obey the superior. In cultural construction, they have better social position. On this occasion, as an illustrator, Putu Pageh provides economic, cultural, and social capital accumulation. By the existence of Putu Pageh’s illustration, it becomes easier for the community in giving them protection from social discrimination. It is because they are free to determine their attitudes and are considered capable of being responsible for themselves.

Putu Pageh’s illustration can have implications for cultural identity and preservation. It means that the illustration of Putu Pageh, who acts as a designer for tourism products, is a cultural promotion. Putu Pageh’s illustration in that context is considered very important to them because the cultural elements contained in it are a pride and are considered most relevant to maintain their social unity across generations. Putu Pageh’s illustration is indirectly considered to have been beneficial for the preservation of the cultural values of the local community. They display visual communication designs through these facilities while preserving elements of local culture. Through cultural activities that are taught to the next generation, the process of cultural preservation can take place on an ongoing basis. In the presentation of Putu Pageh’s illustrations, the dancers received informal education about customs and Hinduism. Through Putu Pageh’s illustration, they acquired dance skills which indirectly have implications for strengthening the character of the nation. Putu Pageh argued that the illustration he made is a design that is beneficial for fulfilling the economic needs of his family. It means that by becoming an illustrator, Putu Pageh considers that the regional cultural values can be continued on an ongoing basis. By being the dancers of Putu Pageh’s illustration, women in Sebahan Village, Ubud felt that they have an important meaning in cultural enculturation in the village. It is because the illustration of Putu Pageh has contributed to fostering integration, communication and unification of understanding in lightening the collective burden for the harmonious culture of the local community in an effort to advance the village name.

According to Fraiere in Sachari (2002:103), there are three stages of consciousness in life which consist of magical awareness, naive awareness, and critical awareness. Putu Pageh’s illustration has a critical awareness and magical consciousness at once. Aside from being a social prestige, tourism products that are illustrated as Primitive Bali can also increase their chances of creativity. It can indirectly overcome the problem of the powerlessness of local communities in accessing industrial media based on visual communication design in the context
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of tourism and break the stigma of the inability of the community to face global tourism. Pradana (2018b) stated that even the practice of traditional culture can become an arena of social empowerment. Similarly, Putu Pageh is very serious about creativity to respond to tourism opportunities that have implications for maintaining the interest of local people to continue to preserve their cultural arts, build and maintain their humanism to remain solid in themselves amidst the dynamics of global cultural life.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Based on the above discussion, it is concluded that Putu Pageh displays Primitive Bali illustrations in the form of ethnic Balinese paintings, such as dancers, barong, marine life, and fish. Putu Pageh’s design identity can be seen from the lines, colors and points he presents. Bali Primitive illustration by Putu Pageh that adopts elements of Primitive Balinese culture is widely applied on fabrics such as T-shirts, rugs, food product logos and other tourism industry products.

The existence, popularity and continuity of Putu Pageh’s design seem to have indirect implications for the formation of identity, the economic improvement of the related parties, and the preservation of Balinese culture in the global era.

Based on the results of data analysis, it can be recommended that artists know about market needs, be productive in making art designs and able to maintain the quality of design works that have been in demand by customers. Academically, it can be recommended that academics want to re-evaluate the progress of post-colonial Balinese cultural design through research and scientific meetings. Practically, it is recommended for connoisseurs and fans of design work to be positive and take active action.
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